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Bright Lights, Soft Lines: The Language of Trust, Solidarity, and Empathy in Alternative Lyrics   

Between September and February, a pair of anomalies turned heads and raised hopes in 

the alternative music community: “Heathens” by twenty one pilots hit number two on the US 

Billboard Hot 100, joining “Ride” and making them the first ever alternative band to hold two 

Top 5 hits at the same time,
1
 and My Chemical Romance released new music. Given, the latter 

made a somewhat smaller splash: but reissue or not, the unreleased demos on Living With Ghosts 

were the first and likely last new My Chemical Romance (MCR) since their breakup in 2013 – 

and for new and veteran fans alike, a bittersweet tribute to a band that, to borrow a phrase from 

Banksy, comforted the disturbed and disturbed the comfortable.  

These events seem unconnected, since the bands’ sounds have as much in common as 

bats and avocados. twenty one pilots (tøp) fans affectionately refer to their music as ‘screamo 

ukulele rap’ and MCR’s music, besides its heavy rock and metal influences, is essentially the 

audial form of l’appel du vide (the call of the void). Therefore, it might startle the unacquainted 

that MCR remains among tøp’s influences, and that tøp offered homage to MCR just this 

September with their cover of “Cancer,” in celebration of The Black Parade’s
2
 tenth anniversary.   

Indeed, the bands share striking similarities once first impressions are peeled away. Both 

are lyrically dense and driven alternative acts, marked by viscerally emotional writing and razor-

sharp intent. They seize the specificity and sincerity that thoughtful lyricism offers them and 

with it create a shared language of emotion and experience – one that they use to reach and relate 

themselves to their audience. This audience-musician bond is the beating heart of their music – 

and what gives it power, years later, to outlive its makers. 

                                                 
1 Thomas, Fred. “Twenty One Pilots | Biography & History.” AllMusic. 
2 MCR’s third studio album 
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Alt. This and so Much More: Laying a Framework 

MCR and tøp are alternative bands, which Merriam Webster defines as “outside the 

musical mainstream… typically regarded as more eclectic, original, or challenging than most 

popular music.”
3
 The wish-washy framework this proffers does little to capture the cosmos of 

temporal, ideological, and stylistic variety or the intimate specificity that underpins alternative 

music. But it does testify to the fact that alternative is less a genre and more a construct meant to 

classify artists that defy classification. Music journalist Steve Taylor fleshes out this aspect of the 

phrase in The A to X of Alternative Music with the definition: while alternative music “plays on 

the concept of authenticity… we can’t know what alternative is until we know what it is an 

alternative to, and we can’t know what that is until the alternative shows us.”
4
  

And herein lies the value of comparing the method and purpose of alternative music to its 

alternative: pop music. Pop music is engineered to capture and exploit feeling. It is manufactured 

for continuous consumption, relying on the targeted production and replication of positive 

emotion. For this reason, it reuses rhythms and themes
5
 that strike those chords effectively – that 

might make you dance to the beat or sob cathartically at the steering wheel of your Honda. This 

is economy, and it is effective. Alternative music is the reaction – a self-aware subversion and 

critique of the very scene from which it originates. It is conscious of commercialism but not 

ruled by it, and never attempts to emulate pop music by hiding “the signs of its manufacture… 

while the audience focused on just how great life was, surrounded by pop,”
6
 as Michael Stipe of 

REM puts it. Alternative music calls convention into question, and from the frank, brutal 

                                                 
3 “Alternative Music.” Merriam-Webster, Merriam-Webster. 
4 Taylor, Steve. The A to X of alternative music. New York, Continuum, 2004, pp. 2-3. 
5 Moon, Brian. “The Blurred Line Between Borrowing and Copying in Pop Music.” UANews, University of 

Arizona, 15 Apr. 2015. 
6 Taylor, pp. ix. 
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lyricism of The Smiths to the intense sincerity of Joy Division, decimates standards of 

expression to make the language of music new and personal. Thus, alternative music is highly 

grounded in the scene from which it originates – but, crucially, it also has intrinsic meaning 

independent of that era’s feeling. Alternative music exists because the artist was compelled to 

create – it is intimate, and specific to that person’s self, experience, and way of seeing the world. 

Above all else, this intent and honesty makes a musician alternative. 

While both genres aim to move their audiences, only alternative artists create a common 

identity around their music. Pop is a default – it identifies and targets groups of people, but does 

not create them. Alternative music starts, body and soul, with the artist. It is never made with 

demographics in mind, and therefore, attracts the likeminded – anyone who identifies alongside 

the artist, sees the world likewise, shares their experiences, or finds meaning in it for any of 

myriad reasons. The individuals who are drawn to alternative music are not a target group – in 

fact, they were not any kind of group before they heard that music. But because they all identify 

individually with it, they share a common identity that did not exist before. 

 MCR and tøp are alternative bands, and their intent shines through their expression – 

artistic voices and visions that are direct to the point of feeling painfully sincere. MCR was 

created by Gerard Way, the band’s frontman, singer, and primary lyricist, after he saw the bodies 

fall from the World Trade Center on 9/11 – a moment he calls “the biggest fucking neutron 

bomb of mental anguish you’ve ever felt.”
7
 It galvanized him to quit his job and start doing 

something meaningful with his life: writing music. MCR’s first song, “Skylines and Turnstiles,”
8
 

is about 9/11, and its first line “you’re not in this alone,” has remained MCR’s raison d’être from 

                                                 
7 Bryant, Tom. Not the life it seems: the true lives of My Chemical Romance. New York, Da Capo Press, a member 

of the Perseus Books Group, 2014. 
8 My Chemical Romance. "Skylines and Turnstiles." I Brought You My Bullets You Brought Me Your Love, Eyeball 

Records, 2002. See Track 1, Appendix 1.  
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that first spark to the title track of the recently reanimated Black Parade album – whose chorus 

opens with the line, “we’ll carry on.” With its heavily concept and story based albums and 

eclectic stylistic influences (from the punk of “Drowning Lessons”
9
 to the polka of “Mama”

10
 to 

the britpop of “The Kids from Yesterday”
11

), MCR has always endeavored to stay surprising – 

refusing to settle for a stable sound or image. This comes clear through the varied personas the 

band has taken on – from ghostly marching band
12

 to post-apocalyptic sleeper cell.
13

  

 tøp, meanwhile, has gone where pop fears to tread from its inception – addressing themes 

like depression, doubt, and the struggle for purpose. While the band has refined its style over the 

course of its career, lyricists Tyler Joseph (tøp’s frontman, singer, and keyboardist) and Josh Dun 

(the band’s drummer) have stayed true to their roots – with lyrics from their first album like “see 

you tomorrow but it’s the end of today | end of my ways as a walking denial | my trial was filed 

as a crazy suicidal head case”
14

 sounding perfectly at home next to those from their fourth, like 

“I’m not good with directions and I hide behind my mouth | I’m a pro at imperfections and I’m 

best friends with my doubt.”
15

 Their songs are so varied that Rolling Stone has called tøp “one of 

the hardest-to-categorize hit acts in recent memory,”
16

 and their music draws from styles as 

diverse as reggae, punk, and indie-pop. The fact that tøp’s style and themes have stayed diverse 

despite being signed to a major record label after their second album is testament to their control 

                                                 
9 My Chemical Romance. "Drowning Lessons." I Brought You My Bullets You Brought Me Your Love, Eyeball 

Records, 2002. See Track 2, Appendix 1. 
10 My Chemical Romance. "Mama." The Black Parade, Reprise Records, 2006. See Track 3, Appendix 1. 
11 My Chemical Romance. "The Kids from Yesterday." Danger Days: The True Lives of the Fabulous Killjoys, 

Reprise Records, 2010. See Track 4, Appendix 1. 
12 MCR performed as members of The Black Parade while touring their album of the same name. See Figure 1, 

Appendix 2.   
13 MCR’s fourth album stars characters called the killjoys – renegades from a dystopian 2019 who sabotage the 

totalitarian corporation Better Living Industries (BLI) See Figure 2, Appendix 2.  
14 twenty one pilots. "Addict with a Pen." twenty one pilots, 2009. See Track 5, Appendix 1. 
15 twenty one pilots. "The Judge." Blurryface, Fueled by Ramen, 2015. See Track 6, Appendix 1. 
16 Greene, Andy. “Twenty One Pilots: Inside the Biggest New Band of the Past Year.” Rolling Stone, Rolling Stone, 

14 Jan. 2016. 
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over their image and commerciality, as are the many unconventional aspects of their stage 

presence, such as the hanging lights and habitual masks
17

 associated with their Blurryface album. 

Holding on to You: Bonds of Trust  

The language MCR and tøp share begins with trust, which they establish by directly 

addressing their audience. This is so blatant it almost goes unnoticed, and yet it is the foundation 

of almost every other aspect of their music: ‘you’ in MCR and tøp, rather than referring to a 

specific person – an acquaintance, archetype, or lover for instance – nearly always refers directly 

to the listener. Take for instance, this stanza from “Destroya” by MCR: “You don’t believe in 

God | I don’t believe in luck | They don’t believe in us | But I believe we’re the enemy.”
18

 In just 

four lines, they have 1) shattered the fourth wall, 2) identified the opposition, and, crucially 3) 

made the leap from ‘you’ and ‘I’ to ‘us.’ This is a fundamentally different way of addressing the 

audience because instead of the artist trying to make themselves relatable, they instead relate 

themselves to their listeners, demolishing the distance in status between audience and performer. 

But this is more than simply a question of pronouns – it also involves conscious effort by the 

performers to put themselves in the place of their audience, through verses like “Time is slowing 

and it’s frozen still | And the window sill looks really nice, right? | You think twice about your 

life, it probably happens at night, right? | Fight it, take the pain, ignite it.”
19

 Drawing on a 

personal experience with depression to speak to the experience of your audience is less like the 

storytelling of typical pop lyrics (“So baby pull me closer in the backseat of your Rover | That I 

know you can't afford,”
20

 “Yeah, is it too late now to say sorry? | Cause I'm missing more than 

                                                 
17 See Figure 3, Appendix 2. 
18 My Chemical Romance. "Destroya." Danger Days: The True Lives of the Fabulous Killjoys, Reprise Records, 

2010. See Track 7, Appendix 1. 
19 twenty one pilots. "Holding on to You." Vessel, Fueled by Ramen, 2012. See Track 8, Appendix 1. 
20 The Chainsmokers ft. Halsey. "Closer." Collage, Columbia & Disruptor Records, 2016. See Track 9, Appendix 1. 
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just your body,”
21

 “Hello, can you hear me? | I'm in California dreaming about who we used to 

be”
22

) and more like the dialog of a conversation with a close friend. This is performer as ally 

and confidant, and it begs an implicit trust from the audience simply by making the effort to 

reach someone through their own experience – through your shared experience with that person. 

The role of common experience in creating common parlance is especially clear in Guns 

for Hands by tøp, which goes “I know what you think in the morning | When the sun shines on 

the ground | And shows what you have done | It shows where your mind has gone | And you 

swear to your parents | That it will never happen again | I know, I know what that means, I 

know.”
23

 MCR and tøp are able to create an identity around their music because they’re talking 

to people who do know – and the perception that an artist actually does know and understand 

you and is willing to confide in you personally is deeply meaningful and moving, especially for 

people who lack that support in real life. The specificity of this language is what makes it so 

effective, but also inherently risky, since there is no way of knowing how many people you are 

actually speaking to. However, this sense of audience and performer sharing in uncertainty and 

isolation only enhances the strength of the bonds they do form – and is critical to creating a 

community around the music. The junction of sincerity, straightforwardness, vulnerability, and 

empathy in lines like “Can I be the only hope for you | Because you’re the only hope for me,”
24

 

“Our brains are sick but that’s okay,”
25

 and “If you sing these words we’ll never die… Just save 

                                                 
21 Justin Bieber. “Sorry.” Purpose, Def Jam Recordings & School Boy Records, 2015. See Track 10, Appendix 1.  
22 Adelle. “Hello.” 25, XL Recordings, 2015. See Track 11, Appendix 1. 
23 twenty one pilots. "Guns for Hands." Vessel, Fueled by Ramen, 2012. See Track 12, Appendix 1. 
24 My Chemical Romance. "The Only Hope for Me is You." Danger Days: The True Lives of the Fabulous Killjoys, 

Reprise Records, 2010. See Track 13, Appendix 1. 
25 twenty one pilots. "Fake You Out." Vessel, Fueled by Ramen, 2012. See Track 14, Appendix 1. 
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yourself and I’ll hold them back tonight”
26

 are what make the trust between audience and 

performer powerful, and in turn, what make a common identity among them possible.  

I’m Not Okay (Either): Bonds of Solidarity 

Second, MCR and tøp reach their audience through a shared language of alienation and 

disillusionment. They do this by taking on conformity and mindless consumerism in the music 

industry, demonstrating their own honesty and understanding. Then, they lean on the credibility 

their criticism gives them to tackle the same hypocrisy and pressure to pretend that their 

audience face in real life, establishing an imperative for the audience to help them resist.  

The first method – taking on the stifling conventionality and conformity of the music 

industry – is a plea and a confrontation in equal measure, and a recurring motif among both 

bands. tøp encapsulates the pleading aspect of this duality by begging the question “When we 

gunna stop with it | Lyrics that mean nothing, we were gifted with thought | Is it time to move 

our feet to an introspective beat? | It ain’t the speakers that bump hearts, it’s our hearts that make 

the beat”
27

 and MCR the more overtly demanding aspect, declaring “They sell presentable | 

Young, and so ingestible | Sterile and collectible | Safe, and I can’t stand it.”
28

 Both also describe 

the struggle to stay true to their own sound in the face of overwhelming odds, tøp with the 

confessional “I’m in constant confrontation with what I want and what is poppin’ | In the 

industry it seems to me that singles on the radio are currency”
29

 and MCR with the fiery “Make a 

choice if the music drowns you out | And raise your voice | Every single time they try to shut 

                                                 
26 My Chemical Romance. "Save Yourself, I’ll Hold Them Back." Danger Days: The True Lives of the Fabulous 

Killjoys, Reprise Records, 2010. See Track 15, Appendix 1. 

 
27 twenty one pilots. "Holding on to You." Vessel, Fueled by Ramen, 2012. See Track 8, Appendix 1. 
28 My Chemical Romance. "Planetary (Go!)." Danger Days: The True Lives of the Fabulous Killjoys, Reprise 

Records, 2010. See Track 16, Appendix 1. 
29 twenty one pilots. "Lane Boy." Blurryface, Fueled by Ramen, 2015. See Track 17, Appendix 1. 
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your mouth.”
30

 Neither shies away from the fear of economic and creative fallout that comes 

with being and sounding different, either, delivering blunt lyrical ultimatums like “I conversate 

with people who know | If I flow on a song I’ll get no radio play”
31

 for tøp and for MCR, the 

pressure to “Keep your soul | Like a secret in your throat.”
32

 The bands capture the inherent 

loneliness of dividing oneself from the industry one occupies – and the price, emotional and 

economic, they pay for it. They demonstrate with exceptional clarity that being truly different 

isn’t cool or special, but painful and divisive – and refusing to compromise your artistic integrity 

and humanity to appease the industry so often cuts you off from any hope of help or praise.  

Nevertheless, MCR and tøp are biting in their criticism and adamant in their refusal to 

conform. In fact, discussing the flaws of the industry and the pressures they face to stay honest is 

subversion in itself – defying the idea that music and its makers must be pretty and clean. Both 

pick at the ‘perfection’ of manufactured music, which tøp summarizes neatly with, “All these 

song I’m hearin’ are so heartless | Don’t trust a perfect person and don’t trust a song that’s 

flawless.”
33

 This self-admitted imperfection and even insecurity not only offers thoughtful 

introspection that feels refreshing next to the fast emotion of standard pop fare, but provides 

solace to people who, though likely not musicians, still understand the isolation that comes with 

unconventionality, the social price of speaking out, and the omnipresent pressure to pick a 

category for yourself and stay there. Confessing their own alienation and isolation in the face of 

a blank and unsentimental industry is tremendously humanizing, and along with their flat refusal 

to let it shape them, gives MCR and tøp the credibility to speak to their audience’s own pain.  

                                                 
30 My Chemical Romance. "Sing." Danger Days: The True Lives of the Fabulous Killjoys, Reprise Records, 2010. 

See Track 18, Appendix 1. 
31 twenty one pilots. "Screen." Vessel, Fueled by Ramen, 2012. See Track 19, Appendix 1. 
32 My Chemical Romance. "Vampires Will Never Hurt You." I Brought You My Bullets You Brought Me Your Love, 

Eyeball Records, 2002. See Track 20, Appendix 1.  
33 twenty one pilots. "Lane Boy." Blurryface, Fueled by Ramen, 2015. See Track 17, Appendix 1. 
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By addressing everyday pressures and searches for meaning, MCR and tøp connect their 

own experiences to that of their listeners, and confer solidarity into a call for real-life resistance. 

They address the struggle to find personal meaning amidst often hostile and ever-present outside 

pressures: struggles existential (“If I didn’t know better I’d say you’re all already dead | Mindless 

zombies walking around with a limp and a hunch | Saying stuff like, ‘you only live once’”),
34

 

economic (“Used to dream of outer space but now they’re laughing at our face | Saying ‘wake 

up, you need to make money’”),
35

 and romantic (“I’ll spend my time with strangers | A condition 

and it’s terminal | In this watercooler romance … and I think I’ll die alone”).
36

 Yet they insist 

that the solution is never to accept a repressive mold, or to hide from the world. MCR states 

bluntly that “This planet’s ours to defend | Ain’t got no time to pretend,”
37

 and asks the audience 

to “Wipe off that make-up – what’s in is despair”
38

 or “You might wake up and notice you’re 

someone you’re not.”
39

 tøp meanwhile calls on their audience to help them “polarize,” which 

they describe as “Taking your disguises | Separating them, splitting them up from wrong and 

right… deciding where to die and deciding where to fight.”
40

 What all this amounts to is an artful 

reminder from both bands to cut the crap – and never settle for an identity that is not your own.  

Instead, the two propose a different method for finding meaning: music. tøp promises, 

“Are you searching for purpose? | Then write something, yeah it might be worthless | Then paint 

something, then it might be wordless | Pointless curses, nonsense verses | You’ll see purpose start 

to surface | No one else is dealing with your demons | Meaning maybe defeating them | Could be 

                                                 
34 twenty one pilots. "Heavydirtysoul." Blurryface, Fueled by Ramen, 2015. See Track 21, Appendix 1. 
35 twenty one pilots. "Stressed Out." Blurryface, Fueled by Ramen, 2015. See Track 22, Appendix 1. 
36 My Chemical Romance. "Cubicles." I Brought You My Bullets You Brought Me Your Love, Eyeball Records, 

2002. See Track 23, Appendix 1. 
37 My Chemical Romance. "Planetary (Go!)." Danger Days: The True Lives of the Fabulous Killjoys, Reprise 

Records, 2010. See Track 16, Appendix 1. 
38 My Chemical Romance. "The End." The Black Parade, Reprise Records, 2006. See Track 24, Appendix 1. 
39 My Chemical Romance. "The End." The Black Parade, Reprise Records, 2006. See Track 24, Appendix 1. 
40 twenty one pilots. "Polarize." Blurryface, Fueled by Ramen, 2015. See Track 25, Appendix 1. 
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the beginning of your meaning, friend”
41

 while MCR comes to deliver a sword, crying “Art is the 

weapon | Against life as a symptom | Defend yourself.”
42

 By stepping out of their own heads and 

into ideas about acceptance and self-questioning their audiences face in their lives, MCR and tøp 

make the connection between themselves and their audience double-sided: instead of the 

listeners merely trying to find themselves in the musician’s experience, the musician is making 

an active attempt to reach the listener – and in so doing, cementing the similarities between them 

that are the basis for their bond. More than that, they are demanding action from their audience, 

something at once personal and tangible. This elevates the relationship from a passive one to an 

active one, and allies the artist with the audience in a manner uncommon to mainstream music. It 

also succeeds in taking a call for meaning out of the abstract and into a single, simple plea: listen. 

Symbols Unmasked: Bonds of Empathy 

Finally, MCR and tøp invoke symbols that provoke a visceral emotional reaction from 

listeners by encoding common experiences, and in so doing, empathizing with the listener. Not 

only do MCR and tøp both use imagery in this manner, they use the same symbols as shorthand 

for specific concepts: masks, guns, and monsters. Masks in the mythology of both bands are used 

to represent the will it takes to overcome fear. They always appear at the artist’s most vulnerable 

moments: tøp wear masks in their music videos when they sing about suicide in Guns for 

Hands
43

 and Car Radio,
44

 and MCR’s characters wear masks when they go to meet their greatest 

challenge – the killjoys when they confront BLI’s scarecrows
45

 in a shootout
46

 and paraders 

                                                 
41 twenty one pilots. "Kitchen Sink." Regional at Best, 2011. See Track 26, Appendix 1. 
42 My Chemical Romance. “Art is the Weapon.” Danger Days: The True Lives of the Fabulous Killjoys. 2010. See 

Video 1, Appendix 3. 
43 twenty one pilots. “Guns for Hands.” Vessel. 2013. See Video 2, Appendix 3. 
44 twenty one pilots. “Car Radio.” Vessel. 2013. See Video 3, Appendix 3. 
45 Scarecrows are the elite operatives of Better Living Industries (BLI), a corporation that controls every aspect of 

society – including the emotions of its subjects – in the mythology of the killjoys. The killjoys are the protagonists 

of Danger Days, MCR’s fourth album. 
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when they join The Black Parade,
47

 confronting death and the afterlife.
48

 Masks are a tell – a 

visual representation of the artists’ oddities and insecurities as they face the fear of failure and 

very real danger. It is an unconventional symbol, and an ironic one, since efforts to hide your 

fears by wearing a mask only reveal that you are struggling against them. Yet MCR and tøp 

embrace this paradox, exploring the idea that by trying to overcome even if it only exposes you, 

you create an identity for yourself that is truer to you than your ‘real’ face. In Danger Days the 

killjoys believe that a person’s soul is captured in their mask after they die,
49

 and being a killjoy 

means that you “die with your mask on if you’ve got to”
50

 rather than surrendering to BLI – 

rather than giving in to fear. The appeal of the masks has everything to do with the experience of 

the audience. For those who have not experienced oppressive anxiety or been isolated by fear 

and difference, the masks are an eccentricity. For those who have, however, the masks intuitively 

express a familiar train of thought, and as such have immediate weight. In their mutual 

understanding of a symbol, the audience and performer share a common language – one in which 

a single image or phrase speaks volumes through its association to an experience. 

While masks are the most prevalent and arguably most complex example of this method, 

guns and monsters are two other prominent symbols worth noting. Guns are a recurring symbol 

of self-destructive impulses and loss of control used by tøp to address themes of suicide and 

depression with lines like, “Cause you all have guns | And you never put the safety on | And you 

all have hands | To take it | Don’t take it, take it, take it,”
51

 and “I’m semi-automatic | My 

                                                                                                                                                             
46 My Chemical Romance. “Na Na Na (Na Na Na Na Na Na Na Na Na).” Danger Days: The True Lives of the 

Fabulous Killjoys. 2010. See Video 4, Appendix 3. 
47 The Black Parade is MCR’s rendering of the afterlife, and the passage from life into death, in their third album. 
48 My Chemical Romance. “Welcome to the Black Parade.” The Black Parade. 2010. See Video 5, Appendix 3. 
49 Way, Gerard, et al. The true lives of the fabulous Killjoys. Milwaukie, OR, Dark Horse Books, 2014. 
50 My Chemical Romance. "Jet-Star and The Kobra Kid/Traffic Report." Danger Days: The True Lives of the 

Fabulous Killjoys, Reprise Records, 2010. See Track 21, Appendix 1. 
51 twenty one pilots. "Guns for Hands." Vessel, Fueled by Ramen, 2012. See Track 12, Appendix 1. 
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prayer’s schizophrenic.
52

 MCR uses them to address similar themes, as well as existential 

questions and escapism more generally with lines like “All we are is bullets,”
53

 “Gunnin’ out of 

this place in a bullet’s embrace,”
54

 and “Shotgun sinners… Gun it while I’m holding on.”
55

 The 

use of this single symbol as shorthand for the myriad themes and emotional complexities 

associated with self-destruction compacts a snarl of deep-seated feeling into one evocative 

symbol, allowing the artists to express understanding and empathy for people with those 

experiences in a way that, while abbreviated, is no less emotionally potent for it.  

Monsters, meanwhile, particularly shadows in tøp and vampires in MCR, symbolize 

pressures to give in and give up fighting. From “Vampires will Never Hurt You” on their first 

album to “Vampire Money” in their last, MCR have used bloodsuckers as symbols for people 

who try to take things from you – identity, art, and money alike. tøp, meanwhile, uses 

personified shadows (“Shadow tilts its head at me | Spirits in the dark are waiting”)
56

 to represent 

those same pressures, although with shades of self-destruction mixed in with lyrics like 

“shadows will scream that I’m alone.”
57

 Expressing concepts through commonplace but cryptic 

symbols means that an idea’s complete meaning is conveyed only to a few – “the few, the proud, 

and the emotional”
58

 who share mindsets or experiences with the artist. Also, such symbols carry 

meaningful emotional context even if they aren’t fully understood by the people they’re directed 

toward through individual association and the emotional expression of the performers.  

                                                 
52 twenty one pilots. "Semi-automatic." Vessel, Fueled by Ramen, 2012. See Track 28, Appendix 1. 
53 My Chemical Romance. "Demolition Lovers." I Brought You My Bullets You Brought Me Your Love, Eyeball 

Records, 2002. See Track 29, Appendix 1. 
54 My Chemical Romance. "Bulletproof Heart." Danger Days: The True Lives of the Fabulous Killjoys, Reprise 

Records, 2010. See Track 30, Appendix 1. 
55 My Chemical Romance. "Hang ‘Em High." Three Cheers for Sweet Revenge, Reprise Records, 2010. See Track 

31, Appendix 1. 
56 twenty one pilots. "Hometown." Blurryface, Fueled by Ramen, 2015. See Track 32, Appendix 1. 
57 twenty one pilots. "Migraine." Vessel, Fueled by Ramen, 2012. See Track 33, Appendix 1. 
58 twenty one pilots. "Fairly Local." Blurryface, Fueled by Ramen, 2015. See Track 34, Appendix 1. 
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To the End: The Meaning in it 

We take for granted that any of this can be done: that lyricism can create bonds of trust, 

solidarity, and empathy between total strangers – between musician and audience. We accept 

that simply by harnessing self-expression in a direct appeal to alienation and isolation, musicians 

can transform them into comfort, community, and resistance. The very plausibility of that bond 

speaks louder to the impact MCR and tøp have had on music than anything else could. This is 

what alternative music does – it shows us an alternative we didn’t know we needed where there 

was none. It takes its own true and clear intent, regardless of how radical that’s perceived to be, 

and runs with it until that new language itself becomes a mainstream – until then, the musicians 

turn up the volume. That singlemindedness doesn’t confer negativity or belligerence on the part 

of the artist, nor does it require they stick around until they’re standing up for themselves with 

the help of a walker. It is only, and absolutely, having integrity and being driven by it.  

tøp and MCR both did exactly what they set out to do. They had something to say, and so 

they sang – with the shared love of language and singular system of self-expression that make 

them exceptional. Tyler Joseph has stated of tøp’s intent simply that “Music can connect people 

on an intimate level. What Josh and I are trying to do is represent anyone who has some of the 

questions that we have… people will come out of the woodwork to listen to someone else say it 

out loud.”
59

 According to Gerard Way, MCR’s intent is to say, “it’s okay to be messed up, 

there’s other people just like you. And if we stick together we’ll get through this.”
60

 Everything 

about their music, their language, stems from that raw heart. Because of it, MCR and tøp are 

overtly emotional in a rare way – unashamed of expression even when it verges on confession, 

and reveals brokenness and loneliness. But that sincerity is what lends their language bite – what 

                                                 
59 Smyth, David. “Twenty One Pilots, interview: 'Insecurity feels like suffocating'.” Evening Standard, 6 Nov. 2015. 
60 “Favorite MCR Quotes.” ImNotOkay.net, 13 Oct. 2006 
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cuts listeners to the core and makes their music feel alive. It is intensely, intentionally, human – 

straight from the artist’s own brain. In “Demolition Lovers,” the last track of their first record, 

MCR promises, “we’ll show them all how much we mean.”
61

 Their music as well as tøp’s is 

hinged on that meaning – on how individuals seek and find it in music and in one another. 

Simply put, MCR and tøp have reached people. On message boards like twenty øne piløts 

fansite (subtitled simply “Think. Create. But most importantly, stay alive.”),
62

 fans share the 

ways tøp’s music has saved them – talking them down, giving them purpose, even helping them 

write ten page papers. In forums like The Odyssey Online, fans fumble to define what tøp means 

to them, alighting on moments of light (“TØP gave me the confidence to call myself a 

photographer…. I’m so thankful for them, their music and their beautiful lights”), feelings of 

frisson (“I get goosebumps during every song they play. I've seen countless shows, but… the 

way the crowd comes together… is something I'll never forget and always look forward to”), and 

simple release from despair (“Their music makes me feel something I have never felt before. 

They make me feel alive… [tøp] are so open about the fact ‘it’s okay to not be okay’”).
63

 MCR 

meanwhile, has inspired deep devotion since their nascent days playing basements in New 

Jersey, meeting fans in homemade MCR T-shirts
64

 at shows as far flung as Spain and Portugal, 

all “singing along [and] pounding their fists.”
65

 Their fan base call themselves the MCRmy – and 

the passion that implies cannot be lost even on dispassionate observers. As interviewer Kyle 

Anderson of Spin Magazine puts it, “My Chemical Romance actually mattered to the people that 

loved their music. Over the course of my career, countless frontmen have told me stories about 

                                                 
61 My Chemical Romance. "Demolition Lovers." I Brought You My Bullets You Brought Me Your Love, Eyeball 

Records, 2002. See Track 29, Appendix 1. 
62 “Your Stories.” Twenty one pilots fansite, 1 Sept. 2014. 
63 Wirch, Kathryn, editor. “What Twenty One Pilots Means To Me.” Odyssey, 7 Dec. 2015. 
64 See Figure 4, Appendix 2. 
65 Bryant, Tom. Not the life it seems: the true lives of My Chemical Romance. New York, Da Capo  Press, a member 

of the Perseus Books Group, 2014.  
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meeting fans who claimed that said artist’s music ‘saved my life.’ In MCR’s case, it was easy to 

believe those stories were absolutely true.”
66

  

This is language with purpose. It speaks for itself because it gives its audience a voice – 

and they are never silenced, even if the music stops. In 2013, MCR left off with, “My Chemical 

Romance is done. But it can never die.” The same year, tøp released their breakout album Vessel. 

In 2017, My Chemical Romance released new music. In September of that year, tøp covered 

“Cancer.” That call and response is how language survives – how music outlives its makers, and 

voice carries in a void. Everyone who answers it, amplifies it. And so, in the words of MCR, 

“Give a cheer | For all the broken… We’ll carry on.”
67
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Appendix 1: Soundtrack 

* Noted timestamps indicate phrases of interest to which the reader should pay particular attention. If the reader is 

pressed for time, they should feel free to go directly to the listed timestamps. 

 

1. Skylines and Turnstiles. note: 0:00-0:35.  

link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFmEt1NA9E0  

2. Drowning Lessons. note: 0:00-1:02  

link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=zcxob07i_0Y  

3. Mama. note: full. 

link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=JrMOL0FAC1g  

4. The Kids from Yesterday. note: full. 

link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=PqR526rkqTM  

5. Addict with a Pen. note: 2:17-2:45.  

link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=VyXEvDXqeeI  

6. The Judge. note: 1:41-2:04.  

link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=PbP-aIe51Ek  

7. Destroya. note: 1:10-1:20.  

link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=6GpIEUPJof4  

8. Holding on to You. note: full.  

link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=Id5Lzr-YpIo    

9. Closer. note: 0:50-1:20.  

link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=u-YGV5xt-jk     

10. Sorry. note: 0:48-1:15.  

link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Xb4S_oIWcM  

11. Hello. note: 0:30-0:41.  

link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=_WS9w10ygpU  

12. Guns for Hands. note: full.  

link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=sirh6UJqrWA  

13. The Only Hope for Me is You. note: 1:14-1:46  

link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=9xAzqKEYaCs  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFmEt1NA9E0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zcxob07i_0Y
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JrMOL0FAC1g
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PqR526rkqTM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VyXEvDXqeeI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PbP-aIe51Ek
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6GpIEUPJof4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Id5Lzr-YpIo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u-YGV5xt-jk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Xb4S_oIWcM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_WS9w10ygpU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sirh6UJqrWA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9xAzqKEYaCs
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14. Fake You Out. note: 2:22-2:46 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnthhE071-I  

15. Save Yourself, I’ll Hold Them Back. note: 2:27-2:40 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=hXXP23rOgV8  

16. Planetary (Go!). note: full 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=zBBDuIpct5o  

17. Lane Boy. note: full 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=MMGrjjzz1r8  

18. Sing. note: 1:33-1:53 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=N-b0tmIHaf8  

19. Screen. note: 1:34-1:47 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=NK7WWbXlkj4  

20. Vampires Will Never Hurt You. note: full 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=MIBpMXN6TjY  

21. Heavydirtysoul. note: 0:00-1:27 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=pBMHXaNU5gg  

22. Stressed Out. note: 2:22-2:34 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=RPxDLg_9yBw  

23. Cubicles. note: 0:59-1:55 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=uKTx1yYu8yc  

24. The End. note: 0:00-0:21 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=XkCA2XqUJ4o  

25. Polarize. note: 0:57-1:13 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=MiPBQJq49xk  

26. Kitchen Sink. note: 1:19-1:36 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=xh1RikvB93Y  

27. Jet-Star and The Kobra Kid/Traffic Report. note: full 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=j2GS49itnGk  

28. Semi-automatic. note: 2:18-3:14 

link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGb6KYJ3qpA  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KnthhE071-I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hXXP23rOgV8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zBBDuIpct5o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MMGrjjzz1r8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N-b0tmIHaf8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NK7WWbXlkj4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MIBpMXN6TjY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pBMHXaNU5gg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RPxDLg_9yBw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uKTx1yYu8yc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XkCA2XqUJ4o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MiPBQJq49xk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xh1RikvB93Y
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j2GS49itnGk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGb6KYJ3qpA
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29. Demolition Lovers. note: 2:52-4:14 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=ChRM10zNInM  

30. Bulletproof Heart. note: 0:00-1:15 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=dULPo-7Oq8o  

31. Hang ‘Em High. note: 0:00-0:41 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=mNKBDEVkNos  

32. Hometown. note: 0:00-0:16 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJtlLzsDICo  

33. Migraine. note: 1:11-1:33 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bs92ejAGLdw  

34. Fairly Local. note: 0:50-1:27 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehgrC0B1QTA 

35. Welcome to the Black Parade. note: full. 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_uncMEJkBc  

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ChRM10zNInM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dULPo-7Oq8o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mNKBDEVkNos
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJtlLzsDICo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bs92ejAGLdw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehgrC0B1QTA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_uncMEJkBc
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Appendix 2: Figures 

Fig. 1. Black Parade Costumes 

 

Trenear, Sophie. “My Chemical Romance release previously unheard track.” The Edge, 29 July 2016, 

www.theedgesusu.co.uk/news/2016/07/29/my-chemical-romance-release-previously-unheard-track/. 
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Fig. 2. Killjoy Costumes 

 

“Danger Days Era.” Pinterest, www.pinterest.com/caweewee/danger-days-era/.   
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Fig. 3. tøp Masks:  

 

“Twenty One Pilots - Emotional Roadshow World Tour.” Eventfinda, www.eventfinda.com.au/2017/twenty-one-

pilots/brisbane/boondall. 
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Fig. 4. MCR fan: 

 

My Chemical Romance. Life on the Murder Scene, Reprise Records, 2006. 
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Appendix 3: Videos 

* Noted timestamps indicate clips most pertinent to the argument. It is recommended that the reader go directly to 

the timestamp listed. 

 

1. Art is the Weapon. note: full  

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=63lyA42Y6ug  

2. Guns for Hands. note: 0:00-1:47 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pmv8aQKO6k0  

3. Car Radio. note: 2:17-4:40 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=92XVwY54h5k  

4. Na Na Na (Na Na Na Na Na Na Na Na Na). note: 2:20-4:12 

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=egG7fiE89IU  

5. Welcome to the Black Parade. note: full  

 link: www.youtube.com/watch?v=RRKJiM9Njr8  

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=63lyA42Y6ug
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pmv8aQKO6k0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=92XVwY54h5k
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